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Showing all responses
Hiding 16 questions and 1 other sub-question
With filter q1-is-no applied

1

Are you a current CUOSC member?

Yes

0

No

18

99 (100%)

Please tell us why you are not a current member...

It does not provide value for
money

2 (2%)

22 (22.2%)

CUOSC is not representative

21 (21.2%)

I don't really know who CUOSC
are
Negative previous experience

7 (7.1%)
27 (27.3%)

No reason
20 (20.2%)

Other

18.a

If you selected Other, please specify:
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Under Age

180137-180130-11777667

I live in the States

180137-180130-11778140

NUMBER OF REASONS THE FIRST HISTORICALLY WHEN A NUMBER OF RADICAL
FIGHTERS WHO WERE GOOD FOR THE TRUST WERE REMOVED BY A BUNCH OF NON
ENTITIES WHO HAVE PROVED EXACTLTLY WHAT THEYRE WORTH OVER THE LAST 10
YEARS IE NIL NOTHING ZILTCH.

180137-180130-11777981

IT SHOULD NOW STOP MASQUERADING AS A SUPPORTERS CLUB AND SHOULD
RETURN TO BEING A RADICAL ORGANISATION THAT SHOULD BE USING THE POWER
IT HAS TO REMOVE THE CURRENT QWNERS FROM THE FOOTBALL CLUN ONCE AND
FOR ALL
I may already be affiliated through membership of the SW Scotland group (via. Facebook)? If
not, I would certainly be interested in becoming a member.

180137-180130-11779147

Part of Route A66 group but would become a member

180137-180130-11779397

Used to be a big member but moved away and don't get to many away games anymore

180137-180130-11780351

I am not convinced that CUOSC serves a useful purpose.

180137-180130-11780909

Don't trust that the board of CUOSC will represent my view. Very much like the owners of
the club, no change and in it for themselves.

180137-180130-11781208

I'm a long standing London Branch member and contribute to the club that way. I joined the
Trust when it started but never got any communications so let it drop

180137-180130-11788389

I live away from Carlisle.
I am a member of the London Supporters Brancn

180137-180130-11789710

Not sure where best to go to join

180137-180130-11791029

Live out of the country and only attend games when visiting

180137-180130-11798218

Because I can't find my cheque book to pay my membership. Can't you accept an online
form of paying?

180137-180130-11811742

Not had the money at the time, but would love to join

180137-180130-11825480

I live in Norway

180137-180130-11825814

It comes over as non-representative and 'closed shop' with a lot of vested interests looking
for personal gain.

180137-180130-11853878

no trust/faith in those in charge, private members club

180137-180130-11853973

To much Trust legacy.

180137-180130-11854385

Lack of knowledge about the organisation. Limited understanding of what they are looking to
achieve, and why I should become a member. As it stands the lack of coverage the
organisation gets is the main issue in my opinion. The only attraction I've been made aware of
to join, is to gain priority in terms of tickets for the odd cup game. Would love the
organisation to gain more coverage from partnerships with local media, and through their
own efforts in terms of social media exposure.

180137-180130-11856365

I don't know what their objectives are or how I would go about joining

180137-180130-11858381
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Have you considered joining CUOSC?

Yes

33 (33.3%)

No

19.a

66 (66.7%)

Please tell us why...
Showing all 66 responses
Nothing about them

180137-180130-11777600

I dont want to.

180137-180130-11777814

I don't really know anything about it

180137-180130-11777904

Answered above

180137-180130-11778055

I live in the States

180137-180130-11778140

No interest

180137-180130-11778162

Haven't given it any thought. Not relevant to me

180137-180130-11778229

Little point as no one is listening.

180137-180130-11778390

No idea how to join. What the benefits are, and what the point of cuosc is

180137-180130-11779353

Not sure how much good it does. No change of ownership looks like it will ever happen.

180137-180130-11779684

I'm exiled in Northern Ireland so it would be difficult for me to contribute

180137-180130-11780024

I don't feel the organisation has the best interests of Carlisle United at heart, and they have
been a stumbling block for the development of the club over recent years.

180137-180130-11780364

Its a clique and the board rep seems as much use as a chocolate teapot

180137-180130-11780300

Involvement of previous members of the Trust

180137-180130-11780432

Used to be a member. Lost interest and couldn't see benefit of rejoining.

180137-180130-11780365

I have no idea how it would benefit either the club or I

180137-180130-11780613

Just a supporter. Don't want to get involved in how the club is ran behind the scenes.

180137-180130-11780644

I'm not a joiner of organisations.

180137-180130-11780718

Don't believe in trusts, supporters groups being involved in running clubs which are actually
businesses. Those that foot the bills should run the "clubs".

180137-180130-11780848

No confidence

180137-180130-11780954

Former member. ive no wish at all to rejoin. Theyve done nothing for the average fan for
years apart from feather the nest of Norman Steele

180137-180130-11781023

Just a fan wanting to watch football that's it

180137-180130-11781163

Need a complete change of the board. Norman Steele has
3 /been
7 trust rep for around 10 years

180137-180130-11781242

Need a complete change of the board. Norman Steele has been trust rep for around 10 years
and has not once done anything remotely useful in terms of representing the fans
views/issues. He must resign along with the rest of the board is CUOSC is ever to go
anywhere

180137-180130-11781242

not while nixon and pattinson are at the club i wont be back

180137-180130-11781237

As previous answer

180137-180130-11781484

Do not see benefit

180137-180130-11781506

Do not join anything

180137-180130-11781708

Toothless organisation

180137-180130-11782043

Not enough info or beneficial impact for me.

180137-180130-11782073

Never been to interested of the politics of the club

180137-180130-11782156

Don't believe it will make any impact

180137-180130-11782939

have never represented large section of fan base

180137-180130-11783976

Poor communication with fans. Past years of shambles.

180137-180130-11785383

People at the top only in it for self gain

180137-180130-11785829

Don't seem to do anything and never have.

180137-180130-11786447

Live 300 miles from Carlisle, only really get to a few away games these days, probably 6-8 per
season

180137-180130-11786423

I want long term assurance that the 'clique administration' element will not return and I want
to be more regularly informed on situations, not as an after-thought.

180137-180130-11788013

Done nothing to help the club in my view.

180137-180130-11788443

LB membership provides the 'services' I need. CUOSC still doesn't seem to exert the
influence on the CUFC boards that the Trusts' share ownership should ensure.

180137-180130-11788389

Happy tom be in the London Branch although not from London

180137-180130-11789710

never crossed my mind

180137-180130-11790437

Don't see the point

180137-180130-11794514

Don't really know, I haven't thought about why I should join, I only go to watch football,
don't want to get involved in anything political

180137-180130-11794812

Useless organisation

180137-180130-11796505

Because I do not believe the changes we were promised have happened, or ever will.

180137-180130-11797018

Not neccessary

180137-180130-11798218

the way the trust was run

180137-180130-11799200

I don't really know who CUOSC are and what benefit I would get from being a member

180137-180130-11804663

CUST

180137-180130-11809652

Don't know why it would be financial beneficial or useful to me

180137-180130-11809850

No Point.

180137-180130-11814613
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Not sure what it's all about and I've read in the past the organisation has held the club back. If
that's all wrong or it's in New hands and doing good for the club then I certainly would be
interested in joining. Cheers John.

180137-180130-11815094

I live in Norway

180137-180130-11825814

I mistrust the Trust and Mr Steele puts me off the whole organisation.

180137-180130-11853394

Do not represent the whole fan base

180137-180130-11853973

Undemocratic, toothless organisation. Absolute amateurish.

180137-180130-11854027

To much Trust legacy.

180137-180130-11854385

Too many cliques, including many people who think they are 'special'.

180137-180130-11855260

As above limited information re the benefits of joining.

180137-180130-11856365

No reason

180137-180130-11856717

see previous question

180137-180130-11858381

What does it achieve

180137-180130-12021059

I simply haven't considered it. I see no benefits and not being a member doesn't prevent me
from being a CUFC fan

180137-180130-12047642

I don't see CUOSC as a particular active organisation. Fan's rep seems to have achieved more
in 6 months (or has at least been more vocal) than CUOSC has in 10 years.

180137-180130-12284347

Do not know enough about it.

180137-180130-12322517

.

180137-180130-12323114

Please let us know if you have any further feedback...
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21

YES RETURN THE TRUST TO THE PEOPLE WHO FOUGHT TO SET IT UP AND LET THEM
GET ON WITH DOING WHAT IT WAS SET UP FOR IE REMOVING ANY OWNERS WHO
ARENT WILLING TO RUN THE CLUB IN THE SUPPORTERS INTERESTS AS OPPOSED TO
THEIR OWN.

180137-180130-11777981

See above

180137-180130-11778390

There needs to be more training for the stewards to deal with the enquiries that fans have
when they come to the ground,and the stewards also need to know that they have adequate
backing from management when there is problems

180137-180130-11778758

I do not feel they are representative of my views. Too few people with too much power

180137-180130-11780432

I thought the survey would have been on a wider range of subjects.

180137-180130-11780718

1) Improve communications. 2) Represent the fans and not the owners.

180137-180130-11780909

CUOSC is still widely regarded as a closed shop, something that needs to change before it is
regarded as being the mouthpiece of the average fan

180137-180130-11783024

When is alan steel going to stand down.

180137-180130-11783924

I appreciate there has recently been some change, but not enough. What about the months
of silence regarding the "billionaire"?!

180137-180130-11785383

Needs to be elections every 3yr for the top man and you can only be reelected for 3 terms

180137-180130-11785829

CUOSC needs to have clear separation between the traditition 'supporters club' role of day
to day support for the team and the share ownership role which may need to be actively
critical of the company/ies controlling the football club.

180137-180130-11788389

Please start standing up to the club. You are viewed as a bit of a joke. You need to start asking
those questions. Our club is in trouble. Cuosc don't seem to know or care.

180137-180130-11811742

CUOSC rose out of the Trust which was not functioning other than for one or two of its
members. It remains too similar to the Trust and at the speed it is changing will remain so for
years.

180137-180130-11853394

Unify all supporter groups, get rid of the old Trust Guard who almost killed our Club.

180137-180130-11854385

Got a question for us? Please leave us your questions and email address below and we will get back to you as
soon as possible. 
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My opinion would be to get a new screen at Brunton Park.

180137-180130-11777667

YES IF I LOAN YOU 50K CAN I SIT ON THE CLUB BOARD FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS

180137-180130-11777981

barry_innquest@yahoo.co.uk
What happened to the multimillionaire interested in the club.

180137-180130-11778390

Do you feel that the supporters club represents all the fans and not just a select few
sbm2001@hotmail.co.uk

180137-180130-11778758

How and when are we all joining together to aid each other in support of our club

180137-180130-11779397

Why have CUOSC/Trust not badgered the board for answers about the (now as it seems and
was all along) ficticious billionaire? Or if they have why has this not been communicated?
hughiemack@btinternet.com

180137-180130-11780300

Why cant members elect the board representative. They can only elect comitee members.

180137-180130-11783924

Will norman steel be writing off some off the debt in lieu of all the freebies he has had in the
last ten years as a director.
Is the trust embarassed that the new supporters rep has done more to represent and
feedback to the fans than norman steel has in ten years
Seem to be a few different 'supporter groups'. Who are they and what do they do?
muntordave@hotmail.co.uk

180137-180130-11786423

When is the hierachy at the trust going to start to grow a pair and get these owners ousted
and get answers ..

180137-180130-11788443

Is there a billionaire?
Seriously, the CUOSC does seem to be better at defining the key questions than the Trust.
Need a few more answers from the custodians

180137-180130-11788389

How do you join?

180137-180130-11804570
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